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Abstract—Face identification and resolution technology is cru-
cial to ensure the identity consistency of humans in physical
space and cyber space. In current Internet of Things (IoT)
and big data situation, the increase of applications based on
face identification and resolution raises the demands of com-
putation, communication and storage capabilities. Therefore, we
have proposed the fog computing based face identification and
resolution framework to improve processing capacity and save the
bandwidth. However, there are some security and privacy issues
brought by the properties of fog computing based framework.
In this paper, we propose a security and privacy preservation
scheme to solve above issues. We give an outline of the fog
computing based face identification and resolution framework,
and summarize the security and privacy issues. Then the au-
thentication and session key agreement scheme, data encryption
scheme, and data integrity checking scheme are proposed to
solve the issues of confidentiality, integrity, and availability in the
processes of face identification and face resolution. Finally, we
implement a prototype system to evaluate the influence of security
scheme on system performance. Meanwhile, we also evaluate and
analyze the security properties of proposed scheme from the
viewpoint of logical formal proof and the CIA (confidentiality,
integrity, availability) properties of information security. The
results indicate that the proposed scheme can effectively meet
the requirements for security and privacy preservation.

Index Terms—Internets of Things (IoT), fog computing, face
identification, face resolution, security, privacy preservation.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE Internets of Things (IoT) realizes the interconnection
and intercommunication among ubiquitous things, and

promotes the natural and seamless convergence of physical
space and cyber space[1-3]. More and more physical objects,
including humans, sensors, mobile devices, are connected into
Internet to be an element of IoT in various applications[4,
5]. As a special physical object, humans are also frequently
interacting with cyber space[6]. Currently, Internet of people
(IoP) based applications are attracting even more attention[7].
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The identification and resolution of human is the crucial tech-
nology for ensuring the identity consistency between physical
space and cyber space in these applications[8].

The traditional identification and resolution applications are
mainly based on ID code, for example, electronic product
code (EPC)[9], ubiquitous identification (uID)[10], European
article number (EAN), etc. However, in some IoT scenarios,
there are some physical objects which are unattached ID or
attached unreadable and un-trusted ID[11]. In this situation,
some properties (e.g., biometric, space-time information) can
be used as identifier of physical object[12, 13]. Face is widely
used for identification and resolution of human. The face
identification process refers to generating face identifier and
associating personal identity information with the identifier.
The face resolution process refers to searching personal iden-
tity information or obtaining related personalized service by
face identifier. Different from ID code which mainly consists
of numbers and alphabets, face identifier needs to be gener-
ated by performing some facial image processing algorithms,
including face detection, preprocessing, feature extraction and
face identifier generation. In the face resolution process, face
identifier matching algorithm need to be performed[14]. In
addition, the size of face identifier is larger and its structure
is more complex than ID code. Therefore, the processes of
face identification and resolution need more computation,
communication and storage capabilities[15].

Some researchers have adopted cloud computing to improve
processing and storage capacity[16, 17]. However, in cloud
computing architecture, various applications need to request
services on cloud. Bandwidth will become a bottleneck in
this centralized processing architecture with the increase of
applications and users[18, 19]. Fog computing is an emerging
computational and service model[20]. It makes full use of the
computation capability of network edge devices to provide
efficient service[21]. We have proposed a face identification
and resolution scheme based on fog computing[22]. By apply-
ing the task partitioning, some computing tasks are offloaded
from cloud to fog nodes[23]. While powerful computation and
storage capabilities are provided, fog computing model can
notably reduce network transmission load and save bandwidth.

Though fog computing properly meets the requirements of
the computation, communication and storage in face identifica-
tion and resolution, there are some security and privacy issues
that need to be solved urgently[24-27]. Face identification
and resolution applications usually refer to personal privacy
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information which is crucial to users. Different from ID code,
once face identifier or personal registration information is
stolen, these applications based on face identification will
be confronted with huge security threat. So research on the
security and privacy preservation scheme for face identification
and resolution has important application value.

Fog node devices which are close to end users are usually
deployed in some places where protection and surveillance
are relatively weak. So they are vulnerable to security chal-
lenges[28]. Some traditional attack methods become available
to fog computing framework in order to realize malicious
purposes, such as, man-in-the-middle attack[29], eavesdrop-
ping, and data hijack[30], etc. Our fog computing based face
identification and resolution scheme is mainly comprised of
fog nodes, data transmission between cloud and fog, cloud.
We will analyze and research security and privacy issues on
these three places.

In our framework, face identifier and personal identity
information, which are sensitive data, need to be transmitted
frequently on fog and cloud. So we discuss the security and
privacy issues of this framework from confidentiality, integrity
and availability. And identity authentication scheme among
devices, data encryption scheme, and data integrity checking
scheme are designed to solve these security and privacy issues.
With the help of proposed scheme, our framework can provide
efficient and secure face identification and resolution service.

This paper proposes a security and privacy preservation
scheme for fog computing based face identification and reso-
lution framework in IoT. The main contributions of this paper
are as follows:

1) The security and privacy issues faced in fog computing
based face identification and resolution framework are
analyzed and summarized according to the characteristic
of this framework.

2) The identity authentication scheme, data encryption
scheme, and data integrity checking scheme are pro-
posed to meet the demands of confidentiality, integrity,
and availability in the processes of face identification
and face resolution.

3) The prototype system using proposed security and priva-
cy preservation scheme is implemented to demonstrate
that the computation and communication overhead is
small. And formal proof with the BAN (Burrows-Abadi-
Needham) logic and security properties analysis are
presented to verify and analyze the security of the
proposed scheme.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section
II reviews the related works on security and privacy p-
reservation issues and solutions in face identification and
resolution applications. Section III presents the security and
privacy issues of fog computing based face identification and
resolution framework. Section IV proposes the security and
privacy preservation scheme for fog computing based face
identification. Section V proposes the security and privacy
preservation scheme for fog computing based face resolution.
Section VI presents the experiment and performance analysis
for proposed security and privacy preservation scheme. Section
VII concludes this paper.

II. RELATED WORK

The security and privacy issues of face identification and
resolution play a significant role in ensuring cyber security
about human in IoT scenario. Researchers have already con-
ducted some research work in this field. Some security and
privacy-preservation schemes have been presented.

Osadchy et al.[31] proposed a secure and privacy-preserving
face identification system (SCiFI). A secure face identification
protocol was presented by using homomorphic encryption and
oblivious transfer. Though it could run in the situation of near
real-time, this scheme was suitable for face identification with
few number of face data. For a relative large database, the
computational cost would increase linearly.

Huang et al.[32] presented a novel matching protocol for
biometric identification. It used a more efficient protocol
based on the ciphertexts packing and additive homomorphic
encryption to compute the Euclidean distances of vectors.
This scheme could improve identification efficiency, while
disclosed any private biometric data. However, this scheme
need to transmit whole encrypted database from server side
to client to perform biometric identification. With the increase
of database size, the computation and communication costs
would increase linearly.

In above work, researchers proposed some security and
privacy-preservation schemes for face and other biometric
identification to ensure the system security. However, the
common problem facing in these schemes were that the com-
putation and communication costs would grow linearly with
the increase of database size. So some researchers considered
to solve this problem by cloud computing.

Haghighat et al.[33] proposed a cloud computing-based
and cross-enterprise biometric identification system (Clou-
dID) with privacy-preservation. The confidential information
of users was linked with their biometrics and stored by
encryption. A k-d tree structure in the searchable encryption
algorithm was proposed to implement encrypted search query.
This scheme not only met the demands of computation and
storage capabilities, but also provided a privacy-preserving and
trustworthy biometric identification scheme.

Bommagani et al.[34] presented a secure face recognition
framework based on cloud computing. Some recognition tasks
were performed on cloud, and they were divided into multiple
tasks to be executed in parallel. Meanwhile, based on Local
Binary Pattern (LBP) feature template generation model, a
cancelable face template generation algorithm was proposed
to preserve the privacy and security of biometric data.

Yuan et al.[35] proposed a novel biometric identification
scheme with privacy preservation to securely move most of the
identification operations to cloud servers. The cloud servers
implemented identification service in encrypted database by
using the credential which was generated by database owner.
This could ensure that the private biometric data was confi-
dential to cloud.

Xia et al.[36] proposed a privacy-preserving content-based
image retrieval (CBIR)scheme in cloud computing to prevent
the leakage of sensitive images, e.g., personal images. The
extracted feature vector of image was protected by the secure
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Fig. 1. The fog computing based face identification and resolution framework

kNN algorithm, and image pixels were encrypted by a standard
stream cipher. In addition, a watermark-based protocol was
proposed to prevent illegally copy and distributions.

These security and privacy-preservation schemes of face
and biometric identification based on cloud computing re-
markably improved the processing capacity of system, while
ensuring the security. But the problem of bandwidth was still
not resolved. So we proposed a fog computing based face
identification and resolution framework. The characteristics
of fog computing architecture determined that it faced new
security and privacy challenges.

Lee et al.[37] analyzed and surveyed the potential security
and privacy problems in fog computing. It mainly included
man-in-the-middle attack, intrusion detection, malicious detec-
tion technique, malicious fog node problem, data protection,
data management issues. But specific solutions were not
presented in the article. Yi et al.[38] surveyed the security
challenges of fog computing, for example, authentication,
network security, secure data storage and computation. They
also analyzed the privacy issues in data, usage, and location.

Stojmenovic et al.[39] thought that the main security issues
were authentication at different levels of fog nodes. The public
key infrastructure (PKI) and authentication techniques based
on Diffie-Hellman key exchange protocol could be used to
solve the authentication problem. They took the man-in-the-
middle attack as an example to study and discuss the security
problems of fog computing. By examining the memory con-
sumption and CPU utilization of gateway, it was proofed to
be a stealthy attack and difficult to address.

III. SECURITY AND PRIVACY ISSUES OF FOG COMPUTING
BASED FACE IDENTIFICATION AND RESOLUTION

FRAMEWORK

In this section, we introduce the fog computing based face
identification and resolution framework. The schedules of face

identification and face resolution are presented in detail. In
addition, we focus on the analysis of security and privacy
issues in the processes of face identification and face resolution
based on this framework.

A. Fog Computing Based Face Identification and Resolution
Framework

We combine fog computing with face identification and res-
olution application to provide efficient service in our scheme.
The advantages of fog computing are made fully useable
to provide powerful computing power and storage capacity.
And most importantly, the amount of network transmission is
reduced notably and the bandwidth is saved effectively.

In this scheme, some computational overhead is offloaded
from cloud to fog nodes by applying the strategy of task
partitioning. The algorithms of face detection, facial image
preprocessing, feature extraction and face identifier genera-
tion are performed to generate face identifier on fog nodes.
The face identifier matching algorithm and data storage are
performed on cloud which can make full use of the advantage
of powerful computation and storage capability. Furthermore,
face identifier and personal identity information are indepen-
dently managed by different servers on cloud. This strategy
is convenient for distributed deployment and improves system
flexibility.

The framework consists of three parts: client, fog, and
cloud. Client is composed of computers, mobile phones, smart
terminals, etc. Fog comprises many fog nodes (FN), for
example, exchange board, router, gateway, or dedicated server.
Cloud is composed of management server (MS), resolution
server (RS), information server (IS), and data center (DC).
Fig. 1 shows the fog computing based face identification and
resolution framework.

The process of face identification refers to transforming
the face of an individual in physical space into identifier in
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TABLE I
LIST OF SYMBOLS DEFINITION FOR FACE IDENTIFICATION

AND RESOLUTION SCHEME

Symbol Description
F The raw facial image of registered individual
inf The personal information of registered individual
V The face identifier of of registered individual
IDinf The identifier of inf
F’ The raw facial image of test individual
inf’ The personal information of test individual
V’ The face identifier of test individual
IDinf

′ The identifier of inf’

Algorithm 1 The procedure of face identification
Begin
Step 1. Client requests the face identification service.

Step 1.1. Camera acquires facial image of an individual,
and sends the raw facial image F to client.

Step 1.2. Client registers needful personal information inf
of the individual.

Step 1.3. Client requests the face identification service to
FN and establishes network connection.

Step 1.4. Client sends F and inf to FN.
Step 2. FN receives F and inf, and implements face identi-
fier generation.
Step 2.1. For the raw facial image F, the algorithms of face
detection, facial image preprocessing, feature extraction and
face identifier generation are performed to generate the face
identifier V.
Step 2.2. FN sends V and inf to MS in cloud.
Step 3. MS receives V and inf, and respectively sends them
to RS and IS to implement identity registration.
Step 3.1. MS allocates an identifier IDinf for inf.
Step 3.2. MS sends V and IDinf to RS, and sends IDinf

and inf to IS.
Step 4. RS stores V and IDinf into DC, and returns the
sign of successful registration to MS.
Step 5. IS stores IDinf and inf into DC, and returns the
sign of successful registration to MS.
Step 6. MS returns the sign of successful registration to FN.
FN also returns this sign to client.
End

cyber space. This identifier is used for ensuring the consistency
between the individual in physical space and his/her identity
information in cyber space. In this process, face image is
acquired firstly. Then the face image identification is per-
formed by these operations of face detection, preprocessing,
feature extraction and face identifier generation to generate
face identifier. Finally, the face identifier is stored into data
center together with personal identity information. The de-
tailed procedure of face identification is shown in Algorithm
1. The list of symbols definition and description for face
identification and resolution scheme is shown in Table I.

The process of face resolution refers to finding and obtain-
ing identity information of an individual in cyber space with
his/her face in physical space. The face identifier is still used
as the bridge to realize seamless convergence between physical

Algorithm 2 The procedure of face resolution
Begin
Step 1. Client requests the face resolution service.

Step 1.1. Camera acquires facial image of test individual,
and sends the raw facial image F’ to client.

Step 1.2. Client requests the face resolution service to
FN and establishes network connection.

Step 1.3. Client sends F’ to FN in fog.
Step 2. FN receives F’, and implements face identifier
generation.

Step 2.1. For the raw facial image F’, the algorithms of
face detection, facial image preprocessing, feature extraction
and face identifier generation are performed to generate the
face identifier V’.

Step 2.2. FN sends V’ to MS in cloud.
Step 3. MS receives V’, and retransmits it to RS to execute
identity resolution.
Step 4. RS receives V’, and implements face resolution.

Step 4.1. The identifier V’ of test individual is seriatim
matched with the identifiers stored in DC by performing
face identifier matching algorithm. After successful match-
ing, the corresponding ID′inf , which is paired with the face
identifier matched successfully, will be obtained.

Step 4.2. RS returns the ID′inf to MS.
Step 5. MS receives ID′inf and establishes network con-
nection with IS. MS requests the personal information
acquisition service to IS.
Step 6. IS acquire the personal information inf’ about test
individual by ID′inf , and return it to MS in specific way,
for example, PML document, web service, data file, and so
on.
Step 7. MS returns the personal information inf’ of test
individual to FN.
Step 8. FN returns inf’ to client, and displays it to end
users.
End

space and cyber space. In this process, face image is still
converted into face identifier firstly, which is similar to face
identification process. Then the identifier is singly matched
with all the enrolled identifiers by performing face identifier
matching algorithm. Finally, according to the matching result,
the personal identity information will be found. The detailed
procedure of face resolution is shown in Algorithm 2.

In our previous work, we have presented the face identifier
generation model based on Local Binary Pattern (LBP) feature
and face identifier matching algorithm based on Euclidean
Distance in detail[40-42]. In addition, Haar face detection
algorithm and histogram equalization algorithm have been
adopted to perform face detection and facial image prepro-
cessing[43]. In this paper, we still use these algorithms to
implement face identification and face resolution.

B. Security and Privacy Issues of Fog Computing Based Face
Identification and Resolution Framework

The fog computing based framework provides a novel
face identification and resolution scheme. However, there are
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Fig. 2. The authentication and session key agreement process between FN and MS

some potential security threats in practical application. These
security and privacy issues are analyzed and discussed from
the following three aspects:

1) Confidentiality of data transmission and storage
The function of our framework is to realize the identi-

fication and resolution with facial image. These facial and
personal identity data, which is sensitive and vulnerable, will
be transmitted between fog and cloud, and among servers in
cloud. Once the information is disclosed, various applications
based on this identification and resolution system will be in
an insecure situation. So the associated information should be
encrypted during transmission process. In addition, data center
is vulnerable. These sensitive data should also be stored by
encryption.

2) Integrity of transmitted data
In our fog computing framework, FN, MS, RS and IS need

to connect and communicate with each other to transmit data.
During transmission process, these data may be modified and
destroyed by illegal authorized attacker. In addition, the data
stored in database need to be prevented from being tampered
by attacker. In order to solve this problem, the mechanism
of data integrity checking should be designed to ensure the
consistency between sent data and received data.

3) Identity validity of functional participants
Fog nodes are usually deployed at the edge of network,

which is a place out of rigorous protection and surveillance.
They may become available for attacker to compromise overall
system in order to achieve malicious purpose. This security
threat mainly includes man-in-the-middle attack and identity
forgery. In cloud, though the security is more powerful than
fog nodes, unauthorized attacks also need to be bewared.
Therefore, the authentication and authorization schemes for
each function modules need to be designed to ensure that
legitimate users will not be improperly rejected to use the
information and resources. What’s more, it should prevent
illegal users from obtaining access authority.

In order to solve these problems, we will design detailed
security and privacy preservation scheme for the processes of
face identification and face resolution in the following section.

TABLE II
LIST OF SYMBOLS DEFINITION FOR SECURITY AND PRIVACY

PRESERVATION SCHEME

Symbol Description
rFN , rMS Random number generated by FN and MS

SFN , SMS
Intermediate result generated in session
key agreement process between FN and MS

p Prime number
g A primitive root of p

a, b Random number generated by FN and MS,
and a < p, b < p

IDFN , IDMS The identification of FN and MS
PKFN , PKMS Public key of FN and MS
SKFN , SKMS Private key of FN and MS
au, The key generated by FN,
bu The key generated by MS
KFN,MS ,KMS,RS , Session key between FN and MS, between
KMS,IS MS and RS, between MS and IS

KRS
The key of RS to be used for encrypting
the data stored in database

KIS
The key of IS to be used for encrypting
the data stored in database

IV. SECURITY AND PRIVACY PRESERVATION SCHEME FOR
FOG COMPUTING BASED FACE IDENTIFICATION

From the previous section, we find that there are some
security and privacy issues that need to be solved in face
identification process. We take the interaction process between
FN and MS as an example to present the authentication
scheme, data encryption scheme, and data integrity checking
scheme. The processes between MS and RS, between MS
and IS are similar with it. Finally, the security and privacy
preservation scheme of face identification system is presented.

The list of symbols definition and description for security
and privacy preservation scheme is shown in Table II.

A. The Security Scheme for the Communication between FN
and MS

When the face identification system is established, IDs of
all legal and interconnected FNs are stored into database of
MS. Similarly, IDs of corresponding MSs are also stored into
database of FN. When a new node or server is connected, their
ID needs to be inserted into the other side of database. By this
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Fig. 3. The security and privacy preservation scheme of face identification process

Algorithm 3 The procedure of authentication and session key agreement between FN and MS
Begin
Step 1. FN chooses a random number rFN . And SFN = ga mod p is calculated according to prime number g, primitive
root p, and random number a.
Step 2. FN encrypts IDFN , rFN , SFN , p, and g with the public key PKMS of MS. Then it sends the encrypted information
E(PKMS , IDFN ||rFN ||SFN ||p||g) to MS.
Step 3. MS decrypts receiving messages with the private key SKMS of MS to obtain IDFN , rFN , SFN , p, and g. MS
judges whether the identity of FN is legal by IDFN . And SMS = gb mod p is calculated, which b is a random number
generated by MS. According to DH key agreement algorithm, bu = SFN

bmod p is used as the session key of MS. In
addition, MS chooses a random number rMS .
Step 4. MS encrypts IDFN , IDMS , rFN , rMS , and SMS with the public key PKFN of FN. Then it sends the encrypted
information E(PKFN , IDFN ||IDMS ||rFN ||rMS ||SMS) to FN.
Step 5. FN decrypts receiving messages with the private key SKFN of FN to obtain IDFN , IDMS , rFN , rMS , and SMS .
FN judges whether the identity of MS is legal by IDMS . Meanwhile, FN judges whether current access is a replay attack
by comparing returned rFN with the rFN sent in Step 2. In addition, au = SMS

a mod p is used as the session key of FN,
and au = bu = KFN,MS .
Step 6. FN encrypts rMS with the public key PKMS and sends the encrypted information E(PKMS , rMS) to MS.
Step 7. MS decrypts receiving messages with the private key SKMS to obtain rMS . MS judges whether current access is
a replay attack by comparing returned rMS with the rMS sent in Step 4.
Step 8. MS sends confirmation message to FN, and the authentication and session key agreement process is accomplished.
End

way, when connection between FN and MS is established, their
identity can be confirmed to each other.

Meanwhile, the session key between FN and MS need to
be generated by session key agreement algorithm. The session
key is used for encrypting the data to be transmitted in the
subsequent process. In this paper, we adopt Diffie-Hellman
(DH) key agreement algorithm to generate session key[44, 45].

The detailed authentication and session key agreement pro-
cess between FN and MS is shown in Fig. 2.

In this process, the PKs of FN and MS are assigned in
advance and open. And these PKs are real and available. We

use public key encryption mechanism based on elliptic curve to
encrypt the authentication and key agreement information[46].
The procedure of authentication and session key agreement
between FN and MS is shown in Algorithm 3.

After the session key is generated, we adopt AES (Advanced
Encryption Standard) symmetric key encryption mechanism to
encrypt face identifier V and registered personal information
inf of the individual[47]. In the data storage phase, we still
adopt symmetric key encryption mechanism to encrypt data
stored in database.

When MS receives messages transmitted from FN, it
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Algorithm 4 The procedure of security and privacy preservation scheme for face identification system
Begin
Step 1. Bidirectional identity authentication and session key agreement algorithm between FN and MS is performed according
to Algorithm 3. Then the identities of FN and MS are verified to each other. And the session key KFN,MS is generated
and allocated to FN and MS.
Step 2. FN transmits messages to MS by adopting encryption mechanism. MS perform data integrity checking algorithm to
verify integrity of data.

Step 2.1. FN encrypts face identifier V and personal information inf of the individual by using AES symmetric key
encryption mechanism based on session key KFN,MS . And the Hash(V ||inf) will be calculated by SHA-1 algorithm.
Then FN sends E(KFN,MS , V ||inf)||Hash(V ||inf) to MS.

Step 2.2. MS decrypts receiving messages to obtain V and inf. Then MS calculates a new Hash′(V ||inf), which is
compared with Hash(V ||inf) to judge whether received data is intact.
Step 3. MS and RS perform bidirectional identity authentication and session key agreement algorithm. The session key
KMS,RS is generated and allocated to MS and RS.
Step 4. MS transmits messages to RS by adopting encryption mechanism. RS perform data integrity checking algorithm to
verify integrity of data.

Step 4.1. MS encrypts face identifier V and identifier IDinf of inf. And the Hash(V ||IDinf ) will be calculated. Then
MS sends E(KMS,RS , V ||IDinf )||Hash(V ||IDinf ) to RS.

Step 4.2. RS decrypts receiving messages to obtain V and IDinf . Then RS calculates a new Hash′(V ||IDinf ), which
is compared with Hash(V ||IDinf ) to judge whether received data is intact.
Step 5. RS encrypts V and IDinf with key KRS , and calculates the Hash(V ||IDinf ). Then RS sends
E(KRS , V ||IDinf )||Hash(V ||IDinf ) to DC for storing into database.
Step 6. MS and IS perform bidirectional identity authentication and session key agreement algorithm. The session key
KMS,IS is generated and allocated to MS and IS.
Step 7. MS transmits messages to IS by adopting encryption mechanism. IS perform data integrity checking algorithm to
verify integrity of data.

Step 7.1. MS encrypts identifier IDinf of inf and personal information inf of the individual. And the Hash(IDinf ||inf)
will be calculated. Then MS sends E(KMS,IS , IDinf ||inf)||Hash(IDinf ||inf) to IS.

Step 7.2. IS decrypts receiving messages to obtain IDinf and inf. Then IS calculates a new Hash′(IDinf ||inf), which
is compared with Hash(IDinf ||inf) to judge whether received data is intact.
Step 8. IS encrypts IDinf and inf. And the Hash(IDinf ||inf) will be calculated. Then IS sends
E(KIS , IDinf ||inf)||Hash(IDinf ||inf) to DC for storing into database.
Step 9. MS returns confirmation message of successful registration to FN.
End

will perform data integrity checking algorithm to verify the
integrity of data. In this paper, we adopt hash data in-
tegrity checking algorithm based on SHA-1 (Secure Hash
Algorithm-1). When V and inf are transmitted from FN
to MS, the Hash(V ||inf) will be calculated and transmit-
ted together with encrypted V and inf. Namely, FN will
send E(KFN,MS , V ||inf)||Hash(V ||inf) to MS. After MS
receives and decrypts these messages, it will calculate a
new Hash′(V ||inf) with decrypted V and inf, and compare
Hash′(V ||inf) and Hash(V ||inf). If they are equal, the
received data is intact. Otherwise, it is non-intact. In data
storage phase, we still adopt this integrity checking algorithm
to verify the integrity of data access process and prevent data
from being tampered by attacker.

B. Security and Privacy Preservation Scheme of Face Identi-
fication Process

According to the characteristics of face identification, we
apply above security and privacy preservation algorithms into
this process to solve the problems of confidentiality, integrity,
and availability. The detailed security and privacy preservation
scheme of face identification process is shown in Fig. 3.

The procedure of security and privacy preservation scheme
for face identification process is shown in Algorithm 4.

V. SECURITY AND PRIVACY PRESERVATION SCHEME FOR
FOG COMPUTING BASED FACE RESOLUTION

In the face resolution process, some operations are sim-
ilar with face identification according to Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2. The algorithms of face detection, facial image
preprocessing, feature extraction and face identifier generation
are also performed to generate the face identifier of test indi-
vidual at first. Different from face identification, the generated
identifier of test individual needs to be singly matched with all
the enrolled face identifiers by performing identifier matching
algorithm to implement face resolution. So there are some
similar security and privacy issues that need to be solved.

In this process, we still adopt the public key encryption
mechanism based on elliptic curve, Diffie-Hellman key agree-
ment algorithm and AES symmetric key encryption algorithm
to ensure the confidentiality of data transmission. Hash data
integrity checking algorithm based on SHA-1 is adopted to
ensure the integrity of data. And authentication algorithm is
performed to ensure the vailability for legitimate users.
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Fig. 4. The security and privacy preservation scheme of face resolution process

The detailed security and privacy preservation scheme of
face resolution process is shown in Fig. 4.

The procedure of security and privacy preservation scheme
for face resolution process is shown in Algorithm 5.

VI. EXPERIMENT AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we evaluate and analyze the system per-
formance and security properties of proposed security and
privacy-preservation schemes for face identification and face
resolution. According to the proposed scheme, we have imple-
mented a prototype system and have evaluated the influence
of security scheme on system performance. Furthermore, we
have analyzed the security from the following two aspects: 1)
formal proof with the BAN logic; 2) the three basic proper-
ties of information security, namely CIA (i.e., confidentiality,
integrity, and availability).

A. Experimental Setup

In our previous work, we have implemented a prototype
system of face identification and resolution according to Fig. 1.
Based on this prototype system, we add the proposed security
and privacy preservation scheme into it to implement a new
system. The same algorithms of face detection, facial image
preprocessing, feature extraction and face identifier generation,
and face identifier matching are still executed. The proposed
security and privacy preservation scheme in this paper are
developed and deployed in this system.

We have deployed the new prototype system on the fog
node and cloud server. The experimental environment and

hardware configuration are the same with the previous system.
Because the security and privacy preservation scheme of face
identification process is very similar with the face resolution
process, we only measure and evaluate the performance of
face resolution to simplify the experiment process.

In our experiment, we measure the experimental results
on three public database, including the Georgia Tech (GT)
face database, the Caltech face database, and the BioID face
database. We randomly choose some face images as test set
and others as training set.

B. Experimental results and Performance analysis of proto-
type system

In general, the cost of computation and communication will
increase after adding the security scheme into a system. For
evaluating the influence of the proposed security scheme on
system performance, we compare the changes of response
time and communication overhead for the framework without
security scheme and the framework with security scheme.

1) Response time for different face databases: The time con-
sumption from sending resolution request in client to receiving
the result is used as the system response time. It contains the
time of face identifier generation, network transmission, and
identifier matching. Fig. 5 shows the system response time of
the frameworks before and after adding the security scheme
for different face database. After adding the proposed security
scheme, the time consumption only increases about 70ms. This
indicates that the computational complexity of our proposed
security and privacy preservation scheme is small and it can
meet the practical application needs.
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Algorithm 5 The procedure of security and privacy preservation scheme for face resolution process
Begin
Step 1. Bidirectional identity authentication and session key agreement algorithm between FN and MS is performed according
to Algorithm 3 to verify to each other’s identities and generate the session key KFN,MS .
Step 2. Like Step 2 in Algorithm 4, FN sends E(KFN,MS , V

′)||Hash(V ′) to MS by using AES symmetric key encryption
mechanism based on session key KFN,MS , and MS performs data integrity checking algorithm to verify integrity of data
by judging whether Hash′(V ′) and Hash(V ′) are equal.
Step 3. MS and RS perform bidirectional identity authentication and session key agreement algorithm to verify each other’s
identities and generate the session key KMS,RS .
Step 4. MS sends E(KMS,RS , V

′)||Hash(V ′) to RS by using encryption mechanism, and RS verifies integrity of data by
judging whether Hash′(V ′) and Hash(V ′) are equal.
Step 5. RS implements face identifier matching.

Step 5.1. After RS decrypts receiving messages, V’ will be obtained.
Step 5.2. All the identifiers E(KRS , V ||IDinf )||Hash(V ||IDinf ) stored in database are seriatim taken out and decrypted.

And a new Hash′(V ||IDinf ) is calculated and compared with Hash(V ||IDinf ) to verify the data integrity.
Step 5.3. The face identifier V’ is seriatim matched with V by performing face identifier matching algorithm. After

successful matching, the corresponding IDinf
′, which is paired with the face identifier matched successfully, will be obtained.

Step 6. RS transmits messages to MS by adopting encryption mechanism. MS performs data integrity checking algorithm
to verify integrity of data.

Step 6.1. RS encrypts IDinf
′ and calculates the Hash(IDinf

′), then sends E(KMS,RS , IDinf
′)||Hash(IDinf

′) to MS.
Step 6.2. MS decrypts receiving messages to obtain IDinf

′ and calculates the new Hash′(IDinf
′), which is compared

with Hash(IDinf
′) to judge whether received data is intact.

Step 7. MS and IS perform bidirectional identity authentication and session key agreement algorithm to verify their identities
and generate the session key KMS,IS .
Step 8. MS sends E(KMS,IS , IDinf

′)||Hash(IDinf
′) to IS by using encryption mechanism, and IS verifies integrity of

data by judging whether Hash′(IDinf
′) and Hash(IDinf

′) are equal.
Step 9. IS acquires personal information.

Step 9.1. After IS decrypts the received messages, IDinf
′ will be obtained.

Step 9.2. All the E(KIS , IDinf ||inf)||Hash(IDinf ||inf) stored in database are seriatim taken out and decrypted. And
the new Hash′(IDinf ||inf) is calculated and compared with Hash(IDinf ||inf) to verify the data integrity.

Step 9.3. IDinf
′ is seriatim compared with IDinf . After successful matching, the corresponding personal information

inf’ of test individual is acquired.
Step 10. IS sends E(KMS,IS , inf

′)||Hash(inf ′) to MS by using encryption mechanism, and MS performs data integrity
checking algorithm to verify integrity of data by judging whether Hash′(inf ′) and Hash(inf ′) are equal.
Step 11. MS sends E(KFN,MS , inf

′)||Hash(inf ′) to MS, and FN verifies integrity of data by judging whether Hash′(inf ′)
and Hash(inf ′) are equal. Finally, FN returns the personal information inf’ to client, and displays it to end users.
End

2) Response time for different size of face database: We
set different numbers of face images in database by using
the BioID face database to measure the system response
time. Fig. 6 shows the average response time for different
size of face databases. For the framework with the proposed
security scheme, the response time will increase with the
increase of size of face database, but the increment speed is
relatively slow and stable. Moreover, after adding the proposed
security scheme into the resolution framework, the average of
consumption time only increases about 52ms for different size
of face databases. This indicates that our proposed security and
privacy preservation scheme can keep superiority in term of
stability.

3) Amount of network transmission: We measure the amount
of network transmission from fog nodes to cloud server for
evaluating the communication overhead of proposed scheme.
Fig. 7 shows the amount of network transmission for different
face databases. Because the size of face identifier generated
by LBP feature extraction algorithm is the same for different

face images, the amount of network transmission is also
the same on different face database for the same resolution
framework. The framework with security scheme increases
about 0.176KB compared with the framework without security
scheme. The result indicates that the communication overhead
of our scheme is small.

From these experimental results, we can find that our pro-
posed security and privacy preservation scheme only increases
a small computation and communication overhead to provide
security and privacy preservation for face identification and
resolution service. And it is able to keep superiority in term
of stability and meet the practical application needs.

C. Security Analysis
We analyze the security properties of proposed scheme in

detail from the following two aspects:
1) Formal proof with the BAN logic
As an important part of our security scheme, session key

agreement algorithm of fog computing based face identifica-
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Fig. 5. Average response time for different face databases

Fig. 6. Average response time for different size of face databases

tion framework has been presented in Fig. 2 and Algorithm
3. In this subsection, we adopt BAN logical formal analysis
method and related rules to analyze and verify the security of
this process.

Idealized model:

FN →MS : {rFN , IDFN , SFN , p, g}PKMS
, (1)

MS → FN : {rFN , rMS , IDFN , IDMS , SMS}PKFN
, (2)

FN →MS : {rMS}PKMS
. (3)

Explanation:

MS C {rFN , IDFN , SFN , p, g}PKMS
, (4)

FN C {rFN , rMS , IDFN , IDMS , SMS}PKFN
, (5)

MS C {rMS}PKMS
. (6)

Fig. 7. Amount of network transmission for different face databases

Initial hypothesis set:

P1 : FN |≡ PKFN−−−−→MS; (7)

P2 : MS |≡ PKMS−−−−→ FN ; (8)

P3 : FN |≡MS |⇒ (rFN , rMS , IDFN , IDMS , SMS); (9)

P4 : MS |≡ FN |⇒ (rFN , IDFN , SFN , p, g); (10)

P5 : FN |≡ ](rFN ); (11)

P6 : MS |≡ ](rMS); (12)

Anticipated target:
FN |≡ SMS

a mod p = gab mod p;
MS |≡ SFN

b mod p = gab mod p;
BAN logic reasoning:
By applying the BAN inference rule R2, R11, R4, R5, R13,

R12, we can derive the following procedure.
Applying rule R2, initial hypothesis set P1 and formula (5),

we obtain that

FN |≡ PKFN−−−−→MS,
FN C {rFN , rMS , IDFN , IDMS , SMS}PKFN

FN |≡MS |∼ (rFN , rMS , IDFN , IDMS , SMS)
. (13)

Applying rule R11 and initial hypothesis set P5, we obtain
that

FN |≡ ](rFN )

FN |≡ ](rFN , rMS , IDFN , IDMS , SMS)
. (14)

Applying rule R4, formula (13) and (14), we obtain that

FN |≡MS |∼ (rFN , rMS , IDFN , IDMS , SMS),
FN |≡ ](rFN , rMS , IDFN , IDMS , SMS)

FN |≡MS |≡ (rFN , rMS , IDFN , IDMS , SMS)
. (15)
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Applying rule R5, initial hypothesis set P3 and formula
(15), we obtain that

FN |≡MS |⇒ (rFN , rMS , IDFN , IDMS , SMS),
FN |≡MS |≡ (rFN , rMS , IDFN , IDMS , SMS)

FN |≡ (rFN , rMS , IDFN , IDMS , SMS)
.

(16)
Applying rule R13 and formula (16), we obtain that

FN |≡ (rFN , rMS , IDFN , IDMS , SMS)

FN |≡ (SMS)
. (17)

Therefore,

FN |≡ (SMS) = gb mod p. (18)

Because a is a random number chosen by FN, then

FN |≡ (SMS) = ga mod p. (19)

Applying rule R12, formula (18) and (19), we obtain that

FN |≡ (SMS) = gb mod p, FN |≡ (SMS) = ga mod p

FN |≡ (SMS) = gab mod p
,

(20)
Therefore,

FN |≡ gab mod p = SMS
a mod p. (21)

In the same way, we obtain that

MS |≡ gab mod p = SFN
a mod p. (22)

By the above security proof based on BAN logic, the formal
analysis of key agreement process is demonstrated. In our
key agreement scheme, the session key {gab mod p} can be
distributed to the two communication partners credibly. Our
scheme is proved to be correct and can ensure the security of
session process.

2) CIA properties analysis
As the three basic properties of information security, the

confidentiality, integrity and availability are usually used for
evaluating the security of scheme. In previous section, we
have analyzed and discussed security and privacy issues of fog
computing based face identification and resolution framework
from these three aspects. The CIA properties of proposed
scheme are analyzed in this subsection.
• Confidentiality: In our security scheme, data encryption

algorithms are adopted to ensure the confidentiality of
system in the processes of data transmission and storage.
The encryption algorithms adopted at different phases are
not the same. In the process of authentication and session
key agreement, public key encryption mechanism based
on elliptic curve is adopted to encrypt the authentication
and key agreement information. After the session key is
generated, we adopt symmetric key encryption algorithm
based on session key, which is a symmetric cryptog-
raphy, to encrypt face identifier and personal identity
information of the individual. In the data storage phase,

we still adopt symmetric key encryption algorithm to en-
crypt personal information in database. These encryption
algorithms can effectively prevent the data from being
stolen. Moreover, we make the best possible use of the
symmetric encryption mechanism in our scheme, because
it is more efficient and computing speed is faster than
asymmetric cryptography mechanism, especially in the
case of relatively large amount of data.

• Integrity: In order to prevent the data from being tam-
pered during the transmission, we adopt hash data in-
tegrity checking algorithm based on SHA-1 to ensure
the integrity of transmitted message. SHA-1 algorithm
can convert the key and arbitrary length of data into
a fixed length of data. Any changes occurred in the
transmission process will cause the change in the output
of the fixed length data. The receiver is able to discover
the changes about the message by comparing hash values.
Furthermore, in the data storage process, we also adopt
hash data integrity checking algorithm based on SHA-1
to verify the integrity of data access process. It effectively
prevent data in database from being tampered by attacker.
By this way, the illegal users can not arbitrarily modify
the transmitted message and the data in database.

• Availability: In our security scheme, we ensure the system
availability by authentication mechanism. It includes the
following two aspects. On the one hand, the communica-
tion parties need to verify each others ID. On the other
hand, in the processes of authentication and session key
agreement, we adopt the public key encryption mecha-
nism which indirectly imply the process of identity au-
thentication. Furthermore, the authentication mechanism
can resist replay attack by sending and verifying random
number generated by the two communication partners. By
this way, system can ensure that legitimate users are not
improperly rejected to use the information and resources.
What’s more, it can prevent illegal users from obtaining
access authority.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

This paper focuses on the security and privacy issues of
face identification and resolution framework based on fog
computing, which is proposed in our previous work. The
security and privacy-preservation schemes for face identifica-
tion and face resolution have been proposed. Considering the
characteristics of fog computing framework, we summarize the
security and privacy issues in face identification and resolution.
In order to solve these issues, we design the authentication
and session key agreement scheme, data encryption scheme,
and data integrity checking scheme for the processes of face
identification and face resolution. They can solve the issues
of confidentiality, integrity, and availability. We implement the
prototype system, which proposed scheme is applied into the
fog computing based face identification and resolution system,
to evaluate system performance after adding security scheme.
The results show that the proposed scheme only increases a
little computation and communication overhead while ensuring
the security of system. Furthermore, we evaluate and analyze
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the security properties of proposed scheme from the two
aspects: the BAN logical formal proof and the CIA properties
of information security. The results indicate that the proposed
scheme can effectively meet the requirements for security
and privacy preservation, and ensure to provide secure face
identification and resolution service.
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